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Abstract: In this work, we consider a classic international trade model with two countries and one
firm in each country. The game has two stages: in the first stage, the governments of each country
use their welfare functions to choose their tariffs either: (a) competitively (Nash equilibrium) or
(b) cooperatively (social optimum); in the second stage, firms competitively choose (Nash) their
home and export quantities under Cournot-type competition conditions. In a previous publication
we compared the competitive tariffs with the cooperative tariffs and we showed that the game is
one of the two following types: (i) prisoner’s dilemma (when the competitive welfare outcome is
dominated by the cooperative welfare outcome); or (ii) a lose–win dilemma (an asymmetric situation
where only one of the countries is damaged in the cooperative welfare outcome, whereas the other
is benefited). In both scenarios, their aggregate cooperative welfare is larger than the aggregate
competitive welfare. The lack of coincidence of competitive and cooperative tariffs is one of the main
difficulties in international trade calling for the establishment of trade agreements. In this work, we
propose a welfare-balanced trade agreement where: (i) the countries implement their cooperative
tariffs and so increase their aggregate welfare from the competitive to the cooperative outcome; (ii)
they redistribute the aggregate cooperative welfare according to their relative competitive welfare
shares. We analyse the impact of such trade agreement in the relative shares of relevant economic
quantities such as the firm’s profits, consumer surplus, and custom revenue. This analysis allows the
countries to add other conditions to the agreement to mitigate the effects of high changes in these
relative shares. Finally, we introduce the trade agreement index measuring the gains in the aggregate
welfare of the two countries. In general, we observe that when the gains are higher, the relative shares
also exhibit higher changes. Hence, higher gains demand additional caution in the construction of
the trade agreement to safeguard the interests of the countries.

Keywords: international trade; international duopoly; tariff game; prisoner’s dilemma; social opti-
mum; welfare; trade agreements

MSC: 91B14; 91B15; 91B60; 91B64; 91B74; 91A80

1. Introduction

The strategic nature of international trade, for instance in the choice of tariffs, makes it a
fertile ground for the use of game theory. There is a large body of literature on international
trade using game theoretic models with both complete and incomplete information (see [1]).
For a theoretical analysis in the framework of the Austrian School of Economics, see [2]. An
analysis of the concept of strategic trade policy and a review of such aspects is provided
in [3] and [4], respectively. In [5], the authors proposed a model including government
R&D subsidies to firms. In [6], a model is studied where governments subsidise firms over
the produced quantities to help them in competition against foreign producers as well
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as a supra-game between governments. Reference [7] extends this work to study export
subsidies and export tariffs under incomplete information. Regarding the related subject of
export promotion, see also [8,9] for a model and a critique, respectively. In [10], the authors
studied dynamic patterns of trade policy, namely protection concerning trade volumes.
Furthermore, on the subject of trade patterns and gains, see [11]. In [12], the authors studied
price competition (inspired by Bertrand competition) between two international firms with
tariffs. Other works in multimarket/international trade models under oligopoly are, for
instance, [13–15]. In [16], a model for intra-industry trade is proposed and analysed and
in [17] an oligopolistic model with trade restrictions is analysed.

The issue of the enforcement of trade agreements is also a very active research topic.
For a review of contributions to this topic, see [18]. Enforcement has two important features:
firstly, one country may have incentives to deviate unilaterally from the cooperative tariff
to its competitive tariff and will likely do so if there is no punishment. Therefore, trade
agreements should present a mechanism to punish such deviations. Secondly, since there
is no supra-national authority to enact the punishment mechanism, there is a need for
international agreements to be self-enforcing. These characteristics lead to the study of
enforcement issues in some specific contexts such as the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), then replaced by the World Trade Organization (WTO) [19,20]. A
typical approach is through the study of certain repeated games that possess a good deal
of self-enforcing mechanisms. In [21], the authors adopted this approach and studied
alternative instruments in agreements between two symmetric countries. They compared
the efficacy of retaliatory tariffs with that of financial compensations through monetary
fines. In their model, monetary fines generally yield the same cooperative outcome as tariff
retaliation. When the deviation of one of the country is due to an unanticipated shock in
model parameters, monetary fines are preferable to tariff retaliation. Moreover, in their
model, other possibilities such as the exchanging of bonds yield the same cooperation
power as tariff retaliation. In [22], they introduced size inequality between countries. There
is a large country and several small countries forming a region with the same market
size as the large country. In the second region, countries are individually small, which
makes it impossible to threaten with tariff retaliation in a credible way, although they
can do so if the whole region acts as a group. These coordination externalities generate
asymmetric outcomes in trade agreements based on retaliation through tariffs. In [23],
the author considers a two-country asymmetric model. In the mode, trade agreement
efficiency does not necessarily imply free-trade. The author then studies various types of
transfers between countries: financial compensations/ monetary fines, foreign aid and
side payments. The influence of asymmetry on trade agreements and transfers is further
studied in [24]. Furthermore, within the framework of repeated games, the authors of [25]
considered a model with two firms competing in the same country and they studied the
effects of dumping practices. They interpret deviations from collusion by the foreign firm
as dumping, followed by a punishment period through the imposition of a tariff blocking
exports from the other country during the period of punishment. The authors studied
two possibilities after the deviation and punishment periods: competing in a Cournot way
or the repetition of the deviation and punishment cycle. In [26], the authors considered
a model where there is a monopolistic firm in the home market, but that is in duopoly
competition in the foreign country with a firm from that country. They study deviation
from collusion in the foreign market by the international firm by increasing production
abroad to lower the prices and so practising a kind of dumping, or by increasing production
in both countries, lowering prices in both markets, and so deviating without practising
dumping.

In this work, we consider a classic duopoly international trade model. There are
two countries and a firm in each country that sells in its own country and exports to the
other one (as we considered previously in [27] and, for instance, [28]). The model is a
two-stage game: in the first stage, the governments simultaneously choose their tariff
rates on imports from the other country; in the second stage, firms observe the tariff rates
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and simultaneously choose their quantities for home consumption and exports. In other
words, in the second stage firms have a Cournot–type competition after observing the
tariffs chosen by the governments. In the first stage, the decisions of the governments
regarding tariffs are seen as the actions of a game specified by the welfare functions of each
country. We considered two situations for the government choice: one in which they choose
the Nash (competitive) tariffs that competitively maximise their welfares; and another
where they choose the tariffs that maximise their joint or aggregate welfare, i.e., the sum
of the welfares of the two countries. In this last case, we will say that the governments
choose tariffs cooperatively. In other words, a social optimum. In [27], we analysed the
tariff game between governments considering the welfare as the utility functions of the
governments, as well as other quantities. The welfare function condenses, in a certain
way, the utility of the country since it includes the direct gains of the government from
tariffs through customs. It also includes the utility associated with its productive sector
through the profits of the firms, and the surplus of the consumers. By definition of the
cooperative tariffs, the joint or aggregate welfare is bigger with the cooperative tariffs,
i.e., the cooperative tariffs benefit the two countries together. We observed that there are
two game outcomes: a prisoner’s dilemma (PD), where both welfares are bigger at the
social optimum tariffs than at the Nash equilibrium tariffs—this is a usual scenario whereas
the Nash equilibrium outcome is Pareto-dominated by another outcome; or a lose–win
dilemma (LW) where the welfare of one of the countries is bigger at the social optimum
tariffs than at the Nash equilibrium tariffs, whereas the welfare of the other country is
bigger at the Nash equilibrium tariffs. In each of these two scenarios, at least one of the
countries can improve its welfare if the cooperative tariffs are enforced. However, which
one of these outcomes occurs presents qualitatively different scenarios for the countries.
In the first case, governments can agree to enforce the cooperative tariffs to improve the
utilities of both countries. In the second case, the situation is different as one of the countries
is injured by the change to the cooperative tariffs while the other country benefits Thus,
to enforce cooperation, there is a need to compensate that country, for instance, through
financial compensation or in other terms stated in the agreement. Moreover, in the first case,
both countries may improve their welfare but these gains may jeopardise the dominant
country’s position in international trade, albeit both welfares are improved. This may
also occur in the asymmetric case where only one country undergoes an improvement in
welfare. This may occur, for instance, in situations where the country’s welfare is improved,
but other aspects such as their output in produced quantities may decrease while other
components of the welfare increase, such as, for instance, the consumer’s surplus due to an
increase in imports. Thus, even when an agreement is put in place, there might be some
internal economic consequences that may distort the relations between the countries.

The novelty in this work is that it proposes and discusses a welfare-balanced interna-
tional trade agreement. The trade agreement has two features: (i) welfare efficiency,whereby
the trade agreement implements the cooperative tariffs maximising the aggregate welfare
of the two countries, hence increasing the aggregate competitive welfare of the countries
when they used the competitive Nash equilibrium tariffs; (ii) competitive fairness, this agree-
ment redistributes the aggregate cooperative welfare according to their relative competitive
welfare shares. In other words, the redistribution of the aggregate cooperative welfare that
the trade agreement operates is such that the relative share of welfare between the two
countries after the trade agreement is the same as when they were using the competitive
Nash equilibrium tariffs. Thus, in the welfare-balanced trade agreement, the balance of
forces of each country in terms of welfare remains the same, although each one obtains an
absolute increase in welfare. However, as we argued above, this trade agreement might
exhibit some difficulties since collateral effects occur in the process. They are mainly due
to the effects of the enforcement of the cooperative tariffs in some aspects of the country’s
economy such as the surplus of its consumers, their revenues from tariffs (which tend to be
lower or zero when the cooperative tariffs are enforced), or the profits of its firms and their
outputs, which relate to the productive or industrial sectors of the country. These can be
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analysed through changes in the relative shares of relevant economic quantities such as
profits of the firms, consumer’s surplus, and custom revenues before and after the trade
agreement, i.e., when the competitive Nash equilibrium tariffs are practiced and when the
cooperative tariffs are enforced by the trade agreement. We define these shares and we
describe them according to the model parameters. We describe in detail the regions where,
according to our model, some of these negative externalities and difficulties in the construc-
tion of trade agreements may occur. As such, we analyse the impact of the welfare-balanced
trade agreement in the relative shares of these relevant economic quantities. Furthermore,
this analysis may also allow us to identify which additional features and conditions can and
should be included in the trade agreement such that the effects of the cooperative tariffs
in these relative shares can be mitigated. Finally, we also defined and studied the trade
agreement index that measures the gains in the aggregate welfare of the two countries.
This index is given by the ratio of the aggregate welfare with the cooperative tariffs and the
aggregate welfare with the competitive Nash equilibrium tariffs. As we observed above,
this ratio is always greater than 1. The redistribution of the aggregate welfare made by the
welfare-balanced trade agreement is made proportionally to the trade agreement index.
We observe that this index is higher, and hence the gains from the cooperative tariffs are
higher when the changes in the relative shares are higher, meaning higher externality effects
in other economic quantities. We also relate the index with the game type classification
described above. The conclusion is that higher potential gains from cooperation using
the welfare-balanced trade agreement require additional caution in the construction of the
trade agreement to mitigate the aforementioned deleterious effects and to safeguard the
interests of the countries.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the international
duopoly model and we summarise the main results regarding the game type obtained
in [27]. In Section 3, we graphically define and analyse the shares of welfares, profits and
consumer surpluses of the countries at the Nash and social tariffs. In Section 4, we propose
the welfare-balanced trade agreement. We analyse the shares of the countries in the Nash
and social optimum tariffs for the relevant economic quantities in the context of the trade
agreement. We analyse the gains of the trade agreement given by the trade agreement index
that we computed and analysed. We discuss some of the effects of the trade agreement on
the economic quantities and we discuss some forms to mitigate those effects. We present
the conclusions of the paper in Section 5.

2. International Duopoly Model

There is a vast literature in applied game theory (see some recent advances in [29–33]).
In this section, we introduce the international trade model. We summarise the results
previously obtained in [27] for the solutions of the game for the welfare functions of the
two countries and that will be used in the subsequent analysis in Sections 3 and 4.

The international duopoly model is a game with two stages (sub-games). In the first
stage, both governments simultaneously choose their Nash or social tariffs relative to
their welfare; in the second stage, the firms simultaneously choose their home and export
quantities to competitively maximise their profits.

The home consumption hi is the quantity produced by the firm Fi and consumed in its
own country Xi. The export ei is the quantity produced by the firm Fi and consumed in the
country Xj of the other firm Fj, where i, j ∈ {1, 2} with i 6= j. The tariff rate ti is determined
by the government of country Xi on the import quantity ej from country Xj.

The total quantity qi produced by firm Fi is

qi ≡ qi(hi, ei) = hi + ei . (1)

The aggregate quantity Qi sold on the market in the country Xi is

Qi ≡ Qi(hi, ej) = hi + ej. (2)
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The inverse demand pi in the country Xi is

pi ≡ pi(hi, ej) = αi −Qi , (3)

where αi is the demand intercept of country Xi.
The profit πi of firm Fi is

πi ≡ πi(hi, ei, hj, ej; ti, tj) = (pi − ci)hi + (pj − ci)ei − tjei , (4)

where ci ≥ 0 is the firm Fi’s unitary production cost such that αi − ci > 0, and tj ≥ 0 is the
tariff fixed by the government of country Xj.

The custom revenue CRi of the country Xi is given by

CRi ≡ CRi(ej; ti) = tiej . (5)

The consumer surplus CSi in the country Xi is given by

CSi ≡ CSi(hi, ej) =
1
2

Q2
i . (6)

The welfare Wi of the country Xi is

Wi ≡Wi(hi, ei, hj, ej; ti, tj) = CRi + CSi + πi . (7)

The welfare function is usually considered to be the objective function of the govern-
ment. It may take other forms since the government may consider different weights to the
components of the total welfare of the country (see, for instance [21,22,28]). In this work,
we do not explore this issue and we consider the total welfare to be the sum of the surplus
of the consumers with the firm’s profits (which may be seen as producer’s surplus) and
with the tariff revenue collected by the government, i.e., consumers, producers, and direct
government gains from taxation, respectively.

We define the maximal tariffs by

Ti ≡ Ti(αi, ci, cj) = (αi + ci − 2cj)/2 ,

Tj ≡ Tj(αj, ci, cj) = (αj + cj − 2ci)/2 .
(8)

These are called the maximal tariffs that can be (competitively) imposed by a country
such that it has a positive amount of imports. In other words, tariffs higher than the
maximal tariffs block the exports of the other country. This will be clear from Equations
(10) below.

We also define

T∗i ≡ T∗i (αi, ci, cj) = (αi + cj − 2ci)/2 ,

T∗j ≡ T∗j (αj, ci, cj) = (αj + ci − 2cj)/2 .
(9)

Assumption 1. Ti > 0, Tj > 0, T∗i > 0 and T∗j > 0.

As usual in games with more than one stage, we first solve the second stage sub-game,
taking the choices of the first stage game (i.e., tariff choices of the governments) as given
(see [28] for more details). We then plug the solution of the second stage sub-game into the
first stage sub-game, which we then study.

In the second sub-game, firms competitively maximise their profits in Cournot–type
competition. For ti ∈ [0, Ti] and tj ∈ [0, Tj], the home hi(ti) and exports ei(tj) of the Nash
equilibrium quantities for the firms are given by:
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hi(ti) ≡ hi(ci, cj; ti) =
2T∗i + ti

3

ei(tj) ≡ ei(ci, cj; tj) =
2(Tj − tj)

3

hj(tj) ≡ hi(ci, cj; ti) =
2T∗j + tj

3

ej(ti) ≡ ei(ci, cj; tj) =
2(Ti − ti)

3
.

(10)

In order to simplify the analysis, we shall define the home production index of country i:

Hi =
hi(0)
hi(Ti)

=
2T∗i

Ti + 2T∗i
, (11)

where hi(0) is the home production of country i when it sets no tariffs, i.e., there are tariff-
free exports from country j to country i, and hi(Ti) is the monopoly home production
of country i when it sets its maximal tariff Ti and hence j does not export. Analogously,
we define Hj as the home production index of country Xj. The indexes Hi and Hj satisfy
0 < Hi < 1, 0 < Hj < 1 and furthermore

0 < Hi < 2/3⇔ 2/3 < Hj < 1 .

We will only study this case since the opposite case is symmetrical. The case wherein
Hi = 2/3, which is equivalent to Hj = 2/3, meaning that T∗i = Ti and T∗j = Tj will be
studied separately. We observe that in the case we consider, country Xj is the one whose
home production index is closer to 1 and so is the country that faces a lower decrease
in terms of the ratio between their home production quantities while changing from a
monopoly situation to a tariff-free situation where the other country exports freely. On the
other hand, country Xi is the one that has a higher decrease in terms of this ratio of home
quantities when changing from the maximal tariffs to a tariff-free situation. We shall make
the subsequent analysis of the welfares of the countries and other quantities using these
two indexes encapsulating the four original parameters of the model, the costs and the
demand intercepts.

Now consider the welfare functions of the two countries Wi(ti, tj) and Wj(ti, tj) after
plugging in Equation (7), the Nash home and export quantities that are the solutions of the
second stage sub-game. We will denote by WN

i = Wi(tN
i , tN

j ) the Nash equilibrium welfare,

i.e., the welfare at the Nash equilibrium tariffs, and by WS
i = Wi(tS

i , tS
j ), the social optimum

welfare, i.e., the welfare at the social optimum tariffs maximising the joint welfare of the
two countries. Two situations may occur:

(PD) Prisoner’s dilemma:

WS
i > WN

i and WS
j > WN

j .

In this case, the game is a Prisoner’s dilemma-type game: the Nash tariffs lead to a
lower outcome for both countries than if they would agree with one another (through
a trade agreement) to opt for the social optimum.

(LW) Lose–win dilemma:

WS
i < WN

i and WS
j > WN

j ,

or
WS

i > WN
i and WS

j < WN
j .

When the game is of lose–win type, there are two possible outcomes that we will
denote, respectively, by LiWj and LjWi. The first indicates that the country Xi has a
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welfare loss and country Xj has a welfare gain while enforcing the social tariffs, and
the second indicates the opposite situation.

The computation of the equilibria tariffs and the analysis of the situations that may
occur was performed in [27]. We define the following quantities for country Xi (the
quantities for country Xj are symmetric to these ones):

AW,i =
2(T∗i + 2Ti)

9
and BWS ,i = 2(T∗i − 2Ti) . (12)

We summarise the results in Table 1 and in Figure 1.

Table 1. Comparison between the welfares of the two countries with the Nash tariffs and with the
social tariffs, where Hi and Hj are the home production indexes satisfying 0 < Hi < 2/3 < Hj < 1 (see
Equation (11)). Reproduced from [27].

Welfares (Wi, Wj) of the Countries

Condition Nash Tariffs Social Tariffs Game Type

Hj ≥ 5/6 (AW,i, Tj) (0, Tj) LiWj

4/5 < Hj < 5/6 (AW,i, AW,j) (0, BWS ,j) LW or PD

Hj ≤ 4/5 (AW,i, AW,j) (0, 0) LW or PD

Figure 1. The welfare game type: Green—LjWi; Red—PD; Yellow—LiWj. Reproduced from [27].

For the welfare of the countries, we found two thresholds for the home production
index Hj: the social-monopoly threshold 5/6 and the social free-tariff threshold 4/5 (see Figure 1).
For both countries, the social tariffs are lower than the Nash tariffs, and they are lower for
both countries except when Hj ≥ 5/6, where Xj blocks imports in both situations. Thus,
any trade agreement that enforces the social tariffs will therefore lower the tariffs used
at a competitive (Nash) equilibrium. For all the values of the home production indexes
Hi and Hj, country Xi always chooses the Nash tariff AW,i and its tariff vanishes at the
social optimum.
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When Hj is above the social-monopoly threshold 5/6, then country Xj blocks imports
by setting the maximal tariff Tj at both the Nash and social, and hence in its own market,
there is a monopoly by its home firm. Furthermore, the game is of LiWj type, and country
Xj has a welfare gain. When Hj is below the social-monopoly threshold 5/6, the game
has three possible outcomes: the prisoner’s dilemma PD or both types of lose–win: LiWj
and LjWi. In this case, the Nash tariff for country Xj is AW,j. If 4/5 < Hj < 5/6 its social
tariff is BW,j, and if 2/3 < Hj ≤ 4/5, its social choice is to make its tariff disappear. We
observe from Figure 1 that when the index Hj is between the two thresholds, the majority
of the parameters yield either a PD or a LiWj-type game. This means that country Xj has
a welfare gain except for a small parameter region where country Xj has a welfare loss
(LjWi). When Hj is lower and closer to 2/3 (this means that the home production of Xj
is lower in comparison to the home quantity in a monopoly situation), it becomes more
likely that the game type is LjWi with country Xj losing welfare. For lower values of Hi,
Hj does not need to be so low to have a lose–win LjWi-type game, and there is a threshold
in Hi (approximately 0.2) such that the game is always of this type when Hj is below the
social free-tariff threshold. Even for low values of Hi, if the index Hj of country Xj is
sufficiently big, i.e., the eventual loss in the ratio that defines Hj is small, then the game is
of LiWj type, and so country Xj wins welfare. Observe that in this case, due to this greater
competitiveness of Xj, it is better at the social optimum for Xj to choose its maximal tariff
and block imports and so be monopolistic in its market.

We remark that all the frontiers of the three regions leave from the corner (Hi, Hj) =
(2/3, 2/3). This observation makes sense once we study this corner separately. In this case,
we have Hi = 2/3 = Hj, so we have that T∗i = Ti and T∗j = Tj which only depends on the
maximal tariffs and the game has three outcomes: (1) If the maximal tariffs Ti and Tj are
sufficiently close to each other (more precisely Tj/Ti ∈ [3/4, 4/3]), the game is of Prisoner’s
dilemma (PD) type; (2) when one of the maximal tariffs, say Ti, is sufficiently larger than
the other maximal tariff, Tj, (more precisely Tj/Ti < 3/4), the outcome is LiWj; (3) when Tj
is sufficiently larger than Ti (more precisely Tj/Ti > 4/3), the outcome is LjWi.

3. Nash and Social Shares

In this section, we graphically define and describe the shares of welfares, profits and
consumer surpluses of the countries at the Nash and social tariffs that will be important for
our subsequent analysis.

In absolute terms, if the two countries decide to impose the cooperative tariffs, the
following hold: (a) the custom revenue of country Xi vanishes, since their social optimum
tariff vanishes, and in some situations it also vanishes for country Xj; when it does not
vanish for country Xj (occurring only for values of home production index Hj between the
two thresholds), then it can increase or decrease; (b) the consumer surplus of the countries
always increases; and (c) the profits of the firms may increase or decrease.

Perhaps more important than the absolute value of gains or losses in these economic
quantities are the relative shares of these quantities. For instance, even if the consumer
surplus always increases, the relative share of the consumer surplus may change with the
application of the social tariffs, thus resulting in a change in the balance between the two
countries, since a dominant country in one aspect may cease to be dominant when the social
tariffs are enforced. Together with the shares, the values of the differences between the
Nash and social shares of welfare and other quantities are also relevant to compare the two
countries. For instance, the Nash social consumer surplus share difference and the Nash
social profit share difference allow us to compare the relative advantage of one country
over the other country between the Nash and social equilibrium from the perspective of
the firm and the consumer, respectively.

Therefore, we will present in several Figures, the shares as well as the share differences
(i.e., the difference between Nash and social shares) for each of these relevant economical
quantities to exhibit their properties in terms of the home production indexes (Hi, Hj) with
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0 < Hi ≤ 2/3 ≤ Hj < 1 .

We will denote evaluation at the Nash tariffs by superscript N and at the social tariffs
by superscript S. We will denote the joint or total quantity of the two countries by subscript
T.

Thus, the joint Nash welfare is WN
T = WN

i + WN
j and the joint social welfare is WS

T =

WS
i + WS

j . The Nash welfare share and the social welfare share are

ShWN
j =

WN
j

WN
T

and ShWS
j =

WS
j

WS
T

. (13)

Thus, ShWN
i + ShWN

j = 1 and ShWS
i + ShWS

j = 1. The Nash social welfare share difference
is

∆ShWj = ShWN
j − ShWS

j , (14)

and so ShWN
j = ShWS

j + ∆ShWS
j and ∆ShWj = −∆ShWi.

Similarly, we define the Nash consumer surplus share and the social consumer surplus
share

ShCSN
j =

CSN
j

CSN
T

and ShCSS
j =

CSS
j

CSS
T

. (15)

The Nash social consumer surplus share difference is

∆ShCSj = ShCSN
j − ShCSS

j . (16)

The Nash profit share and the social profit share are defined by

ShπN
j =

πN
j

πN
T

and ShπS
j =

πS
j

πS
T

, (17)

The Nash social profit share difference is defined by

∆Shπj = ShπN
j − ShπS

j . (18)

The Nash custom revenue share is defined by

ShCRN
j =

CRN
j

CRN
T

. (19)

The social custom revenue share is either undefined because both countries have zero
custom revenue, or it is equal to 0 for one country and 1 for the other country in the case
when the home production index is between the two thresholds we described above, so we
will not compute it.

We first focus on the special case Hi = 2/3 = Hj, which means that T∗i = Ti and
T∗j = Tj, and so only depends on the maximal tariffs. It can be easily seen that this means
that ci = cj, i.e., the firms in each country have the same production costs. The Nash and
social welfare shares are given by

ShWN
j =

63T2
j + 2T2

i

65(T2
j + T2

i )
and ShWS

j =
3T2

j + T2
i

4(T2
j + T2

i )
,

and the Nash social welfare share difference is

∆ShWj =
57(Tj − Ti)(Tj + Ti)

260(T2
j + T2

i )
.
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The Nash and social profit shares are

ShπN
j =

16T2
j + T2

i

17(T2
j + T2

i )
and ShπS

j =
1
2

,

and the Nash social profit share difference is

∆Shπj =
15(Tj − Ti)(Tj + Ti)

34(T2
j + T2

i )
.

The Nash and social consumer surplus shares are

ShCSN
j = ShCSS

j =
T2

j

T2
j + T2

i
.

hence, the Nash social consumer surplus share difference is

∆ShCSj = 0

The Nash custom revenue share is

ShCRN
j =

T2
j

T2
j + T2

i
.

The Nash and social welfare shares exhibit similar behaviours with both shares being
higher for bigger values of Tj. However, for the Nash welfare share, its maximum value
is 1, while for the social welfare share, the maximum is 0.75. The Nash profit share is
higher for bigger values of Tj and its maximum value is 16/17. The social profit share is
equal to 1/2, meaning that at the social tariffs. profit is evenly split between the two firms.
The Nash social welfare share difference and the Nash social profit share difference are,
respectively, between −50/260 and 50/260 (approximately 19%), and between −15/34 and
15/34 (approximately 44%). They are 0 along the line Ti = Tj, and when Ti > Tj, country Xi
has a positive share difference, while for Ti < Tj country Xj has a positive share difference.
The Nash and social consumer surplus shares are the same, and so there is no change in
consumer surplus when changing to cooperative tariffs. Both are equal to the Nash custom
revenue share. These shares are higher for bigger values of Tj and its maximum is 1.

In Figures 2–4, we show the Nash and social share for the welfares, the profits and the
consumers surplus. We see that there are low values of Hi with the following properties:
(a) the Nash and social welfares, profits and consumer surpluses shares of country Xj are
higher than 1/2; (b) country Xj is the looser in the game type for low values of Hj and
country Xi is the looser in the game type for high values of Hj. We also have that there are
high values of Hi with the following properties: (a) the Nash and social welfares, profits,
and consumer surpluses shares of country Xi are higher than 1/2; (b) country Xi is the
loser.

Figure 2. Left: The Nash welfare share ShWN
j of country Xj. Right: The social welfare share ShWS

j
of country Xj. See Equation (13).
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Figure 3. Left: The Nash profit share ShπN
j of country Xj. Right: The social profit share ShπS

j of
country Xj. See Equation (17).

Figure 4. Left: The Nash consumer surplus share ShCSN
j of country Xj. Right: The social consumer

surplus share ShCSS
j of country Xj. See Equation (15).

The Nash and social welfare, profit, and consumer surplus shares show similar quali-
tative features but significantly different quantitative properties (see Figures 2–4). For all
these shares: (a) for low values of Hi, the shares are higher for country Xj; (b) for high
values of Hi and high values of Hj, the shares are higher for country Xi; and (c) for high
values of Hi and low values of Hj, both cases occur. The isocurves of equal share (0.5) are
close to segment lines starting at point (2/3, 2/3) but finishing at different points: for the
Nash welfare, it finishes close to the point (2/3, 1); for the social welfare, it finishes close
to the point (0.5, 1); for the Nash consumer surplus, it finishes close to the point (0.2, 1);
for the social consumer surplus, it finishes close to the point (0, 1); for the Nash profits,
it finishes close to the point (0.5, 1). For the custom revenue, the situation is different, as
the isocurve is not close to being a straight line and it finishes at point (0, 7/9). The social
profit share of country Xj is always at least 0.5, i.e., bigger than country Xj. It attains its
minimum 0.5 at the segment lines Hi = 2/3 and Hj = 2/3, and attaining its maximum 1
at the segment line with endpoints (0, 5/6) and (0, 1). Even when country Xj has a lower
Nash profit share, its share difference goes up to 50% and it ends up with more than 50% in
social profit share.

The Nash social welfare share difference and the Nash social profit share difference
show similar qualitative features but significantly different quantitative properties (see
Figure 5). All the isocurves (0) corresponding to equal Nash and social shares are in the
prisoner’s dilemma region or close to it and start at the point (2/3, 2/3). However, the
Nash social welfare share difference isocurve (0) finishes close to (0, 0.81), more precisely,
between 0.81 and 0.815, and the Nash social profit share difference isocurve (0) finishes close
to (0, 5/6). The Nash social welfare share difference varies approximately between −0.25
and 0.25, and the Nash social profit share difference varies approximately between −0.5
and 0.5. The Nash social consumer surplus share difference is qualitatively different from
the previous two share differences since it is always positive. The Nash social consumer
surplus share difference for country Xj varies approximately between 0 and 0.15. The LjWi
and the prisoner’s dilemma PD regions can be noticed as corresponding to lower values of
the Nash social consumer surplus share difference for country Xj (see Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Left: The Nash social welfare share difference ∆ShWj of country Xj with respect to the
welfare Nash and social tariffs. Right: The Nash social profit share difference ∆Shπj of country Xj.
See Equations (14) and (18).

Figure 6. Left: The Nash custom revenue share ShCRN
j of country Xj. Right: The Nash social

consumer surplus share difference ∆ShCSj of country Xj. See Equations (19) and (16).

4. Welfare-Balanced International Trade Agreements and Shares

In this section, we indicate and describe some of the positive and negative effects
of a welfare-balanced international trade agreement between the two countries. We also
describe some possible remedies to these effects.

Let ∆WT be the difference between the joint welfare computed at the social equilibrium
and the joint welfare at the Nash equilibrium

∆WT = WS
T −WN

T . (20)

A γ-trade agreement determines the following γ-payoffs Vi and Vj for the countries
Xi and Xj:

Vi = WN
i + γ∆WT

Vj = WN
j + (1− γ)∆WT .

(21)

where γ is the countries’ bargaining power index and ∆WT is the trade agreement welfare gain.
Let the trade agreement index be

g = g(Hi, Hj) =
WS

T
WN

T
. (22)

For the welfare-balanced bargaining power index

γN =
WN

i
WN

T
, (23)

the γN-payoffs of the welfare-balanced trade agreement are

VN
i = gWN

i

VN
j = gWN

j .
(24)

The total welfare of the trade agreement is the total social welfare:
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VN
i + VN

j = WS
T . (25)

The compensations associated with the trade agreement in order to maintain the welfare
shares, in units of the welfare of the trade agreement, i.e., in total social welfare units, are
given by the share differences:

VN
i −WS

i
WS

T
= ∆ShWi

VN
j −WS

j

WS
T

= ∆ShWj .

(26)

The welfare-balanced trade agreement has the following features: (a) the two countries
impose the welfare social tariffs; (b) the two countries attain joint welfare at the social
optimum that is g > 1 times higher than the joint Nash equilibrium welfare; (c) the joint
social welfare is split in such a way that both countries maintain the same welfare shares that
they had at the competitive tariffs. The country with a positive Nash social welfare share
difference must be indemnified by the other country. The amount of this compensation in
units of the total welfare of the trade agreement (i.e., in units of the joint social welfare)
is determined exactly by the Nash social welfare share difference. See Figure 5. Thus,
in the positive region, ∆ShWj > 0, Xj is compensated by Xi and in the negative region,
∆ShWj < 0, Xj compensates Xi.

Plotting the values of the trade agreement index g, we see that it attains lower values
for values of (Hi, Hj) in the PD prisoner’s dilemma region or close to the prisoner’s
dilemma region, and it attains higher values away from the prisoner’s dilemma region (see
Figure 7), namely in the asymmetrical LW regions. The trade agreement index attains its
maximum (approximately 1.22) near the corner (0.37, 1). Hence, in the region where the
game is of prisoner’s dilemma-type, or where it is close to prisoner’s dilemma (albeit all
difficulties that may arise to achieve a welfare-balanced trade agreement), the gain will be
lower than in other regions away from the prisoner’s dilemma region. On the other hand,
higher gains are attained in the asymmetric regions.

The two countries enforce the social tariffs, so each country obtains the social profits,
consumer surplus and custom revenue. This may cause some collateral effects on the
economies of these countries. For instance, its produced quantities may change so that one
of the countries is no longer the dominant force in terms of output. This influences other
economic quantities such as profits, consumer surplus and custom revenue. These effects,
which we may call the externalities of the trade agreement, are decisive with regard to
whether the country signs the trade agreement, in the sense that the country may consider
that the welfare compensation stated above is not sufficient to outweigh such collateral
effects. Possible effects might include, for instance, increasing unemployment in the country
due to a decrease in production, and a subsequent wave of migration from that country
to the other, or the effect of a decrease in the profits of firms, which may cause firms to
invest abroad, also possibly triggering the problem of unemployment in the home country.
Other consequences may be a fall in the consumer’s surplus of one country relative to
the other country, and a fall in revenues from using tariffs. Countries may try to mitigate
and overcome these difficulties by including other features (that we do not explore in this
work) in the trade agreement apart from the welfare compensation. For example, these
features may be financing to the industry of the impaired country; R&D exchange between
countries; compensation and investment in other sectors of the economy of the impaired
country; etc.
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Figure 7. The trade agreement index g. See Equation (22).

In light of this, we identify and analyse the parameter regions where these difficul-
ties occur. More precisely, these are the regions where the relevant economics we have
considered above, such as profits, consumer surplus and custom revenue are such that
the social shares are higher for one country while the Nash shares are higher for the other
country. When this occurs, then there is a change in the dominant force concerning that
economic quantity, and these externalities are a disincentive for that country to sign the
trade agreement and might cause that country to not sign it, even in situations where it
is compensated in welfare by the other country as ruled by the welfare-balanced trade
agreement. Another situation that may occur is that one of the countries may have benefit
in some economic quantity when the social tariffs are put into practice, but simultaneously
have to indemnify the other country. Thus, the country must perform a thorough analysis
of the consequences to know whether that benefit is worthwhile compared to the obligation
of compensating the other country.

In Figure 8, we plot all the isocurves for the share differences (0), the Nash shares and
the social shares (0.5). The violet region is delimited by the isocurve of the Nash custom
revenue share. The blue region is delimited from the grey region by the isocurve of the
Nash social welfare share difference, and the grey region is delimited from the yellow
region by the isocurve of the Nash social profit share difference. From the yellow region,
we have the brown, cyan, black, pink, and orange regions which are, respectively, delimited
by the isocurve of the social consumer surplus share; the isocurve of the Nash consumer
surplus share; the isocurve of the Nash welfare share; the isocurve of the Nash profit share;
and the isocurve of the social welfare share.
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Figure 8. The Nash share isocurves, the social share isocurves, (i.e., = 0.5) and the share difference
isocurves, (i.e., = 0) for welfare, profit, consumer surplus and custom revenue.

The relation of the isocurves with the frontiers of the LW and PD regions presented in
Figure 1 is relatively complex. The violet and blue regions are completely contained in the
union of the LiWj and PD regions. The grey region intersects the three game-type regions.
The PD region is not contained in the grey region and below. In Figure 9, we represent
the decomposition of the PD region according to the violet, blue and grey regions, and
in red is the portion of the PD that lies outside of the union of the violet, blue and grey
regions. The upper frontier of the PD region enters through the grey region and finishes
just above the frontier between the blue and grey regions. It always remains above the
blue region since the blue region never intercepts the LiWj region. Furthermore, the violet
region is almost totally inside the LjWi region, except for a small portion that is of PD type,
as represented in the left Figure. Regarding the other regions, we first observe that the
brown, cyan, black, pink and orange regions do not intercept the LiWj regions. This means
that in these regions, country Xi is always a winner in terms of absolute welfare. They do
intercept the PD regions, although the parameter region for which this occurs is very small,
as we show in Figure 9.

Since the trade agreement is based on the welfare of the two countries, we start by
analysing the welfare. The Nash welfare share of country Xj is higher than that of Xi in
and below the cyan region. The social welfare share is higher for country Xj except in the
orange region. The Nash social welfare share difference of country Xj is negative above the
union of the violet and blue regions. Hence, in this region, by the welfare-balanced trade
agreement, country Xj must compensate Xi, but since the welfare-balanced trade agreement
maintains the Nash welfare share, it still has a higher welfare share up to the cyan region.
In the union of the black, pink, and orange regions, country Xi is compensated and retains
its higher welfare share. The advantage of the welfare-balanced trade agreement is that
country Xi remains with a higher welfare share not only in the orange region, but also in
the pink and black regions where it had a higher Nash welfare share but a lower social
welfare share. In and below the blue region, country Xj has a positive Nash social welfare
share difference and so is compensated by Xi and it has a higher welfare share. When the
game type is LiWj or LjWi the country that has a loss in absolute welfare also has a loss in
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share and so is compensated by the other country in the welfare-balanced trade agreement.
When the game type is PD, so that both countries have an absolute gain, then the Nash
social share difference can be positive or negative, so country Xj may be asked to indemnify
Xi or may be indemnified by Xi. Furthermore, we observe that, in most of the union of
the violet and blue regions, (i.e., the region where country Xj is indemnified in its welfare
by country Xi) country Xj is also the loser (LjWi). This might induce a greediness effect
in country Xj (and even more so in the violet region because of its higher Nash custom
revenue share, which is lost when the social tariffs, which are the enforced zero tariffs)
which may reflect itself in the preference of Xj for a bargaining power index that is more
favourable to it, i.e., a γ smaller than g, which may eventually render the welfare-balanced
trade agreement unstable. However, when Hj gets closer to 2/3, the values of g increase
slightly, improving the advantage of the agreement and perhaps working as an incentive
for its enforcement.

Figure 9. Left: The decomposition of the PD region according to the violet, blue and grey regions;
Right: In red, the portion of the brown, cyan, black, pink and orange regions that intersects the PD
region.

Regarding the custom revenue isocurves, we have that in the violet region country Xj
has a higher Nash custom revenue share than country Xi. At the social optimum, country
Xi always gives up its custom revenue in favour of going tax-free, which improves its
consumer surplus in absolute terms and in terms of its share, as we will see below. Country
Xj does not apply tariffs in the region below the social tax-free threshold but prefers to
apply the maximal tax in the region above the social monopoly-tax threshold, not allowing
Xi to export both at the Nash and the social optimum. It makes its tariff move from 0 to the
maximal tariff in between these two regions, with this being the only region where there
is a positive custom revenue at the social optimum for one of the countries, in the case of
country Xj (and their share is 1). As a result, for values of Hj between these two thresholds,
country Xj has some positive revenue, which may be important for their decision to sign
the trade agreement or not, since it may be seen as an advantage against, for instance, the
compensation that it must give to the other country, which occurs outside the blue region,
or the loss in share profit that occurs in the grey region, or in the brown region where
their Nash consumer surplus share is higher than Xi’s, but their social share is not. As
noted before, the violet region is contained in the union of the LjWi and PD regions, so,
in absolute terms regarding welfare, country Xi is a winner, or equivalently, in the LiWj
region, country Xj has a lower Nash custom revenue share. We observe that country Xj
can have a lower share within the LjWi region.
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The Nash consumer surplus share of country Xj is higher than that of country Xi in
and below the brown region. The social consumer surplus share of country Xj is higher than
that of Xi in and below the yellow region. We have previously observed that the consumer
surplus increases for both countries when the social tariffs are applied. In spite of this
increase in absolute terms, the Nash social consumer surplus share difference of country
Xj is always positive (see Figure 6), meaning that their share of consumer surplus at the
Nash equilibrium is bigger than at the social optimum. This loss is at most approximately
0.14. This mainly occurs because country Xj exports more since country Xi is tariff-free at
the social optimum, thus increasing the consumer surplus of Xi. For Hj above the social
monopoly threshold 5/6, Xi does not export and the consumer surplus of Xj remains
the same, hence its share diminishes. For other home production indexes of country Xj,
we have that country Xi also exports more since the tariffs are lowered, but Xj only goes
tariff-free for Hj below the tariff-free threshold 4/5, and so their consumer surplus also
increases, but in both situations, their share diminishes.

For regions above the brown, country Xj already has a lower share than Xi at the Nash
equilibrium and will obtain an even lower share with the trade agreement. In the brown
region, Xj has a higher share at the Nash equilibrium, but no longer has an advantage at
the social optimum. In the yellow regions and below, country Xj has a bigger share at the
Nash equilibrium, and in spite of the loss in share, he still has a higher social share. In the
regions where Xj has a lower social share, that is, in and above the brown regions, the trade
agreement rules that he indemnifies Xi. This might be a difficulty for country Xj, which
might have to use its custom revenue (that is positive for Hj between the two thresholds as
we noted above), or somehow use the increase in the profits share in these regions (which
occur since they lie above the grey region), possibly through taxation, as well the fact that
its firm always has the most of the joint profits of the two countries at the social optimum.

Regarding this last observation, we now analyse the profit shares. The Nash profit
share of country Xj is higher than that of country Xi in and below the black region and it is
lower in the union of the pink and orange regions. The social profit share of country Xj
is always bigger for country Xj (see Figure 3). The Nash social profit share difference of
country Xj is always negative above the grey region, so the profit share increases with the
use of social tariffs. For this region, the game type is LiWj except for the small red region
in Figure 9 where the game type is PD, so Xj always has a gain in absolute welfare. In
these regions, the trade agreement presents an advantage for the firm of country Xj, since
it increases its profit share. In the yellow, brown, cyan, and black regions, country Xj has a
higher profit share and reinforces its position with the trade agreement, obtaining a higher
share. The advantage for the firm is also evident in the pink and orange regions, where the
firm of Xj is not the dominant firm in terms of Nash profit share but does become dominant
with the trade agreement. However, in these regions, country Xj has to compensate country
Xi according to the trade agreement. Because of this, the country might have to impose
taxes on the profits of the firms to fulfil the trade agreement. In the yellow, brown and
cyan regions, after the compensation, Xj has a higher welfare share. In the black, pink, and
orange regions, he has no such advantage in welfare share. In and below the grey region,
country Xj has a decrease in profit share but always has a higher social share. In the blue
and violet regions, country Xj is indemnified by country Xi. This compensation may be
used by the country to compensate for the loss of the profit share of its firm by investing
in it. In the grey region, the opposite occurs, and country Xj has to indemnify Xi. In this
case, he may need to use its custom revenue, or tax the profits to indemnify Xi. This might
prove difficult for the country, since in the grey region, the firm faces a decline in its profit
share (although it is still the dominant firm).

We observe that, in the LjWi region, meaning that country Xj is a loser in absolute
terms, it has a higher Nash welfare, profit and consumer surplus shares. This occurs for
a wider region since when country Xj is indemnified by Xi (which occurs below the blue
region), it has an advantage in Nash shares in all these quantities: welfare, profits and
consumer surplus. In these regions, country Xj also has a higher social profit and consumer
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surplus shares, so, with the use of the social tariffs, it also is the dominant country in
consumer surplus and has the dominating firm. If the trade agreement is not balanced and
just applies the social tariffs, it would remain the dominant country in terms of welfare,
since its social welfare share is higher than Xi’s in this region. Hence, country Xi (which is
the country with the greatest decline in home production in a tax-free situation, since Hi is
lower than Hj) cannot simultaneously be a winner and have higher shares. This advantage
of Xj in all shares occurs up to the frontier of yellow and brown regions. However, when
the game type is LiWj, then the Nash and social welfare, consumer surplus shares and the
Nash profit share of country Xj may be higher or lower than those of Xi. These shares are
higher for Xi for higher values of Hi and lower when Hi is lower. When Hj increases, then
Hi does not need to be so high to assure higher shares for country Xi. For the Nash custom
revenue share, the situation is different since in the LjWi and PD regions, country Xi can
have a higher share than country Xj. However, in the LiWj region, it always has the lower
Nash custom revenue share.

If the Nash social welfare share difference or the Nash social consumer surplus share
difference or the Nash social profit share difference is large, then the countries have to be
very careful in making a trade agreement because small differences in the trade agreement
can mean significant social and economic changes for the countries. For values of (Hi, Hj)
in the prisoner’s dilemma region or close to the prisoner’s dilemma region, the Nash social
welfare share difference, the Nash social consumer surplus share difference, and the Nash
social profit share difference have lower values than they do away from the prisoner’s
dilemma region (see Figures 5 and 6). For instance, when Hj gets closer to 2/3, the welfare
compensation that Xi has to give to Xj increases, making the agreement riskier for Xj. This
compensation may go up to 25% of the joint social welfare, making the agreement very
relevant because of the magnitude of the associated compensations, but also very difficult
to establish because of this magnitude and the large changes that may exist in the share of
the profits of the firms as well as in the consumer surplus of a country.

5. Conclusions

We considered an international trade model with two countries and two stages. In
the first stage of the game, governments impose their tariffs on imports from the other
country. In the second stage of the game, firms in each country choose their home and
export quantities competitively in a Cournot–type game. In the tariffs sub-game (first stage
game) between governments, they can choose competitive tariffs (Nash) or cooperative
tariffs (social) to maximise their joint welfare.

In this context, we proposed and analysed a welfare-balanced trade agreement be-
tween the two countries. In such an agreement, the social cooperative tariffs are enforced
and the cooperative aggregate welfare of the countries is distributed in a way such that the
relative shares of welfare between the two countries are maintained. We discussed some of
the effects that present major difficulties for the establishment of the welfare-balanced trade
agreement by both parties, and the parameter regions where they occur. These effects are
measured through changes in the relative shares of the countries regarding quantities such
as the firm’s profits, consumer’s surplus and custom revenues when the cooperative social
tariffs are enforced instead of the competitive Nash equilibrium tariffs. We have analysed
the gains of the trade agreements through the trade agreement index that we explicitly
computed and analysed.

The following questions, among others, can be raised about the trade agreement: (a)
what additional measures should be part of the trade agreement to mitigate the negative
externalities of the country that has a decrease in its production and/or the profits of its
firm, its custom revenue or the surplus of its consumers. These measures may include an
R&D swap between both countries and financing to industry and other sectors, among
others. We note that countries that can make balanced trade agreements in more than
one economic sector such that the total compensation of the agreements is not relevant
might be in a better position to negotiate; (b) what additional measures should be part of
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the trade agreement to force both countries to agree to set the social tariffs in such a way
that the agreement is theoretically durable and sustainable in time, preferably rendering it
self-enforcing.

The main contribution from the present work is the analysis of the effects regarding the
aforementioned economic quantities. They play a very relevant role in the establishment
of the trade agreement. More precisely, in the context of this standard classic model, the
establishment of the welfare-balanced trade agreement might be very difficult since it may
change the country’s relative position in terms of production, consumption, or both.

The present study has an obvious limitation in that the international trade model
under consideration is a very simplified and unrealistic one, with only two countries and
one firm in each country producing the same good. On the one hand, it allows a full
description of the economic quantities of the model, but it shows significant complexity
driven by the interplay between these quantities. Our main conclusions and observations
concern the complexity and difficulty of the prediction and analysis of international trade
outcomes.

Future work can consist, for instance, in introducing some of the features mentioned
above, such as studying conditions for the self-enforcing of the agreement, studying the
effects of R&D investment sharing and swapping between the two firms to decrease their
production costs, foreign industrial investment, merging and shutting-down of firms, the
effects of subsidies, fines and other types of transfers between countries. The inclusion of
some of these features into the trade agreement may be a way to overcome some of the
externality effects that we discussed throughout the paper.
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